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A combinatorial result is proved which generalizes a theorem of Ky Fan on 
simplicial maps from a pseudomanifold. A version of the Kronecker Theorem 
in Topology is also derived as a special case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years several papers have been written on algorithms that 
operate on pseudomanifolds arising through triangulations of compact 
regions in P. In some of these cases the vertices of a pseudomanifold are 
labelled with integers 0, 1, 2 ,..., IZ and the algorithm seeks to find a simplex 
which is complete in the sense that every vertex of the simplex has a distinct 
label. In some other cases the vertices are mapped into vectors in W” and it is 
required to find a simplex whose image under the mapping contains a certain 
point in P. A basic similarity among all these results is that the existence 
and nature of complete simplexes is determined 6y the behavior of the 
labelling function on the boundary of the pseudomanifold. 
Ky Fan [l], proved a combinatorial result which unifies several known 
results on integer labelling of the vertices of a pseudomanifold. The purpose 
of this paper is to prove a combinatorial result from which follow the main 
result in [l] as well as the Kronecker theorem for piecewise linear functions 
[3]. The proof uses a constructive procedure based on simplicial pivoting 
which has been repeatedly used by several authors in recent years. The 
technique was introduced by Scarf [4], who did pioneering work in the field. 
The procedure as it is used currently, employs orientation concepts along 
with simplicial pivoting and it has its roots in the pairing process given by 
Ky Fan [I]. 
In Section 2, we define the necessary terms and prove the main result in a 
general setting. The consequences of the main result for the case of a pseudo- 
manifold are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 the result is applied to two 
special cases. 
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2. THE MAIN RESULT 
For an oriented set K with elements v1 , v2 ,..., v, , we write K = vlvB *.* a, 
(K = -qv2 *** v~) if the orientation of K is that given by the even (odd} 
permutations of the arrangement v1v2 ..* v, . We will continue to denote the 
corresponding unoriented set by K. 
By an n-subset we mean a subset of cardinality n. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let U be an arbitrary set. An oriented primoid 9 of 
order n over hi is a nonempty collection of oriented n-subsets of U such that 
for any element K = EU~ *** u, of P, where E = +l, and for any ti E U\.K, 
there is a uniquej E (l,..., n) such that K’ = EU~ *.. uj-,uuj,, a** U, is also in P. 
Let M be a nonempty collection of oriented n-subsets of an arbitrary set V. 
Let P be an oriented primoid of order rt over a set ET. Let 4: Td + U\{xj be a 
map for some x E U. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let S = elvl .a. v, and B = <+I +*. u, be elements of M 
and P respectively, where E$ = &l, i = 1, 2. (S, B) will be called a pair if 
one of the following holds: 
(i) ui = $(vJ for i = l,..., n; in which case it will be called a matched 
pair, 
(ii) uj = x for someJ’ and ui = &vi> for i $I j, in which case it will be 
called an unmatched pair. 
Further, if (S, B) is a pair, it will be called positive (negative} if eleZ = 
1(-l). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Two pairs (S, B) and (S’, B’) are adjacent by a primal 
pivot if S = S’ and if both B and B’ are contained in (UQeS C(U)} u (x}. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Two matched pairs (S, B) and (S’, B’) are adjacent by a 
dual pivot if they have opposite signs, if B = B’ and if S\{u) = S’\{v’), where 
v E S, v’ f S’, 4(v) $ B and #(VI) 4 B’. 
The terms primoid, matched pair, unmatched pair, primal pivot and dual 
pivot were first introduced by Todd [S]. Our definition of primoid is equiv- 
alent to the one given there. We have defined the remaining terms with 
reference to two sets V and U, an element x E CT and a map $: V -+ U\(x>, 
rather than with reference to a single set as in [S]. The following result, which 
is similar to Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 in [S], follows from the definitions. 
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LEMMA 2.5. (a) Every positive (negative) matched pair is adjacent to a 
single positive (negative) unmatched pair by a primal pivot. 
(b) Every unmatched pair is adjacent to a single pair by a primal pivot. 
Further, they have the same (opposite) signs if the other pair is matched 
(unmatched). 
Now we state the main result. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let M be a collection of oriented n-subsets of a set V. 
Let P be an orientedprimoid of order II over a set U and let 4: V -+ U\(x) be 
a map for some x E U. Let R+ and a- (p+ and p-) denote the number of matched 
(unmatched) pairs that are positive and negative respectively. Then 01+ - c = 
p+ - p-. 
Proof. Construct a directed graph G(M, P, 4) with all the pairs as nodes 
as follows. If two unmatched pairs are adjacent by a primal (dual) pivot, 
direct an edge from the negative (positive) pair to the positive (negative) pair. 
If a matched pair is adjacent to an unmatched pair, direct an edge from the 
matched pair to the unmatched pair if both are positive and in the reverse 
direction if both are negative. Let Bf and B- denote the sets of unmatched 
pairs that are positive and negative respectively. Also, for any pair p, let 
d+(p) and d-(p) denote its outdegree (namely, the number of edges emanating 
fromp) and indegree (namely, the number of edges going into p) in G(M, P, 4) 
respectively. 
By Lemma 2.5 and the construction of G(M, P, q3), d+(p) = 1 if p is a 
positive matched or a negative unmatched pair and d-(p) = 1 if p is a 
positive unmatched or a negative matched pair. Since the sum of the out- 
degrees of all the vertices in a graph equals the sum of their indegrees, we 
have 
a+ + B- + C d+(p) = a- + P++ c d-(p). 
DEB+ aeB- 
But LB+ d+(p) = CDEB- d-(p), since both expressions are equal to the 
number of edges joining a positive unmatched pair to a negative unmatched 
pair. Hence Al+ - a- = (3’ - p- and the proof is complete. 
3. THE CASE OF A PSEUDOMANIFOLD 
The graph G(M, P, 4) defined in the previous section will, in general, have 
a complicated structure. But when M is a pseudomanifold, each connected 
component of the graph is either a directed circuit or a directed path as we 
will see now. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let M be a nonempty collection of oriented n-subsets of a 
set V. M is called an oriented pseudomanifold of order n (or an (fz - I)- 
pseudomanifold) on V if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Every oriented (n - I)-subset of V belongs to 0, 1 or 2 elements of 
M. 
(ii) If an oriented (n - I)-subset K belongs to two elements T and T’ 
of M, their orientations induce opposite orientations on K. 
If an (n - I)-subset belongs to only one element of M, it is called a 
boundary (n - 1)-subset of M. 
Let M be an oriented pseudomanifold of order n on I’. Let P be an 
oriented primoid of order IZ on U and let 4: V--j. U\,(x) be a map for some 
x E u. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let (S, B) be an unmatched pair with S = +q .** U, and 
B = E&, ..s U, where ei = &l, i = 1,2; and suppose uj = x. (S, B) will be 
called a boundary pair if 2r1 -.* v~-~zJ~+~ ... v, is a boundary (n - I)-subset of 
M. 
Let bt and b- denote the number of boundary pairs that are positive and 
negative respectively. As before, let OI+ and CX- @+ and ,B-) denote the number 
of matched (unmatched) pairs that are positive and negative respectively. 
From the definition of pseudomanifold it follows that for every unmatched 
pair that is not a boundary pair there corresponds another unmatched pair 
that is not a boundary pair and has the opposite sign. Hence /3+ - p- = 
b+ - b- and therefore by Theorem 2.6, OL+ - 01- = b+ - b-. 
Now consider the directed graph G(M, P, c#) as defined before. In this case, 
every boundary pair has outdegree (indegree) 1 and indegree (outdegree) 0 
if it is negative (positive). Every unmatched pair that is not a boundary pair 
has indegree 1 and outdegree 1. Also, every matched pair has outdegree 
(indegree) 1 and indegree (outdegree) 0 if it is positive (negative) Hence we 
have the following. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let M be an orientedpseudomanifold of order n on a set V. 
Let P be an orientedprimoid of order n on a set U and let c$: V -+ U\{xj be a 
map for some x E U. Let O? and OF (b+ and b-1 denote the number af matched 
(boundary) pairs that are positive and negative respectively. Then 
(a) a+ - a- = b+ - b-. 
(b) Every connected component of the directed graph G(M, P, $1 is 
either a directed circuit or a directedpath. The circuits contain only unmatched 
pairs that are not boundary pairs. Eveiy directed path joins either a posit&e 
matched {boundary) pair and a negative matched (boundary) pair or a matched 
pair and a bounddry pair of the same sign. 
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Theorem 3.3(b) indicates a way to search for a matched pair if b+ - b- # 0. 
Follow the paths that are incident on boundary pairs by starting at the 
boundary pair. At least / b+ - b- ) of such paths will have a matched pair at 
the other end. 
4. SPECIAL CASES 
In this section we apply Theorem 3.3 to two special cases. In the first case 
we define a primoid over a set of nonzero integers and indicate that the main 
result in [l] follows from Theorem 3.3. In the second case we define a primoid 
over a set of points in R-l and deduce the Kronecker Theorem for piecewise 
linear functions. 
Let U be a set of nonzero integers. Define a collection P of oriented PI- 
subsets of U as follows. Let K = ui e.. U, be an n-subset of U. Let w1 ... w, 
be the rearrengement of U, *.e U, according to increasing absolute values. 
(If both u and --u are in K for some positive U, write --u to the left of u). 
KE P if wi and w~+~ have opposite signs for i = 1,2,..., IZ - 1. Further, the 
orientation of K is given by K = w1 ..* w, or K = (-l)+r w1 *.a W, 
according as w1 is negative or positive. 
LEMMA 4.1. P is an oriented primoid over U. 
Proof: Let K = Ovl ... w, be an element of P for some E = &1 and 
without loss of generality suppose that the arrangement is according to 
increasing absolute values. Let w  E U\4(. Arrange the numbers w, w1 ,..., w, 
according to increasing absolute values. Consider the following cases. 
(i) The arrangement is w1 ... wjx+vjtl ... w, for somej E (1,2,..., n - I). 
Since wj and w~+~ have opposite signs, only one of them has the same sign 
as w  and that is the unique element replaced by w  to produce another element 
in P. 
(ii) The arrangement is wwl m.. w, . If w  and w1 have the same sign, 
w  replaces w1 to produce the oriented set K’ = EWW~ ..’ w, in P. If w  and w1 
have opposite signs, w  replaces w, to produce the set K’ = wwI .‘. w,-~ . 
Its orientation in P is given by K’ = l (-l)+l wwl ... w,,-~ = EWE ... w,-~w 
and this agrees with the requirement in Definition 2.1. 
(iii) The arrangement is wr ... w,w. This case is similar to (ii). 
This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
Now let Al be an oriented pseudomanifold of order n over a set P’ and let 4 
be a map that assigns a nonzero integer to each element in Y such that 
4(u) + b(v) f 0 for any U, u belonging to the same element of 44. Theorem 1 
in [l] can be deduced from Theorem 3.3(a) as follows. Without loss of 
generality, let j $(u)] > 1 for all v E V. Let x = - 1 and let U = (UwEV 4(v)} u 
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ix>. Let P be the primoid of order n defined over U as described earlier in this 
section and apply Theorem 3.3(a) to the map #: V--f U\(X~. 
The following is another example of a primoid which is commonly 
encountered. 
Let UC R”-1 and let b be a point in P-l which cannot be expressed as a 
convex combination of fewer than n elements of U. Define a collection P of 
oriented n-subsets of U as follows. A subset K = u1 .*. u, of tr belongs to P 
if and only if b G con{u, .** u,] where con denotes the convex hull. Further, 
the oriented subset K is given by K = u1 $1. u, or K = -ul *I* u, according 
as det 1 “;:::p / is positive or negative. Here / “:I::? / denotes the n x n 
matrix obtained by augmenting the n - 1 x n matrix (ul ) uz ,...: u,) by the 
row (I,..., 1). 
LEMMA 4.2. P is an oriented pritnoid over U, 
Proof. Let K = q *.. u, be an element of P for some E = f 1 and let 
zk E U\K. Then by a standard result in linear programming there exists a 
unique j E (1,2,..., n) such that b E con& 1.. +-I u u~+~ ..* ~3. Also u and U, 
are on the same side of the hyperplane passing through u1 ..I u+~u~+~ L.. U, 
and hence E det 1 “::::p / and E det / “~::?-lUzcj+l:::~ j have the same sign. 
Hence the result. 
Now consider a pseudomanifold M of order n whose n-subsets are the 
(n - I)-simplexes in a triangulation of a compact set in Bin-l. Let Y denote 
the set of vertices of the triangulation. Let #: V -+ RR”-l be a map and define 
U = (lJeUFV 4(v)} u (x), where x E R-l x # 4(v) for any v E V. Let b be a 
point in P-1 which cannot be expressid as a convex combination of fewer 
than n elements of U and let P be the primoid defined over U as described 
before. Let 6 be the piecewise linear extension of $ and consider the equation 
6(;(y) = b. There is a one to one correspondence between the soiutions to 
this equation and the matched pairs for this case. Call a solution to ‘$(JJ) = b 
positive (negative) if the corresponding matched pair is positive (negative). 
Let b+(b-) denote the number of positive (negative) boundary pairs. Then 
from Theorem 3.3(a) it follows that the number of positive solutions to 
I$( JI) = b exceeds the number of negative solutions by b+ - b-. In particular, 
J”(u) = 8.1 has a solution if b f - b- # 0. This is one version of the Kronecker 
Theorem in Topology for piecewise linear functions [3, p. 1613. Further, if 
bf - b- # 0, Theorem 3.3(b) suggests a way to find a solution to &‘JJ) = I;. 
A similar procedure is given by Garcia [Z]. 
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